Elephant English Summer 6
Spellings for this week

Robin Hood

(How did you get on with last week’s

spellings?) The most common way to write the “r” phoneme (sound) at the start of

a word is the letter “r”. However, in some words which can be traced back
hundreds of years, the “r” sound at the start of a word is spelt “wr”. This is how

write
wrong
wrist

the words used to be pronounced - over the centuries people slowly stopped

wrap

pronouncing the letters, but the spelling stuck.

wreck

Make yourself a chart like we use in school for our weekly spellings.

wriggle

Word

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

Look

Cover

Write

Check

Test

wrote
wrench

write
wrong

Of course you will need more rows underneath your column headings. You can
practise your spellings by writing them through every day.

Task 1 Write an interesting sentence for each of your spelling words. Can you be super
clever and link any of your sentences?

Task 2 The story of Robin Hood is one of our most famous legends. There are many stories
about him. Read PDF Robin Hood 1 and PDF Robin Hood 2 answer the comprehension
questions about him.
Also: Find out who Friar Tuck, Little John and Maid Marion were.

Task 3 Write your own Robin Hood Story. In the stories based around Robin Hood Robin is
very clever and often tricks the Sheriff of Nottingham. Sometimes he wears a disguise,
sometimes he hides in the trees, sometimes he leads the Sheriff into a trap by distracting
him….you can use these ideas for your story.
Read picture story PDF Robin Hood 3 which starts you off and write your own ending. Task

4 Finish writng your story
Task 5 Robin Hood was an outlaw! Can you make a “wanted “poster for him.
Draw his picture and describe his ‘bad’ deeds on your poster. Do you think anyone other than
the Sherriff thought he was really bad?
Have some fun with this word search. PDF Robin Hood Word Search
(Have you earned a treat? Talk to your parents. There is a very funny Disney film all about
Robin Hood. In this film Robin, the hero, is played by a fox! Perhaps you can watch it. Don’t
worry if you can’t get hold of it.)

